
Mirrix Tapestry & Bead Looms presents:

Weaving is Easy!



Weaving is Easy!
A loom can be a pretty 
intimidating piece of equipment at 
first glance. Don’t worry, it’s not. 

The concept of weaving is simple:  
a warp wraps around the loom and 
fiber or beads are secured to that 
warp. 

Our advice is to start small.  
Take baby steps. 

Pretty soon you’ll be creating 
tapestries, jewelry, wallhangings, 
purses and more! 
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Loom Set-Up and Warping

Your loom comes already assembled and 
warping is easier than you think! 

Where to start:

Find your space. Find a place with a flat surface (out 
of the way of little hands, dog tails and cat paws) 
where you can spread out your supplies. Depending 
on the size of your loom, you may want to do your  
actually weaving with the loom in your lap, but you’ll 
want to at least warp on a flat surface. 

Some people like to weave in a private and serene 
place and others prefer to watch a movie or talk to a 
friend while they create. When you’re just starting out 
we suggest finding somewhere quiet to learn and  
explore your new loom! 

Set goals. Think about what you want to do with your 
loom. Are you interested in learning tapestry?  
Making woven jewelry? Set goals for your work! 

Experiment. Be creative! Play with new beads, new 
fibers, new colors and unique materials. Mirrix Looms 
are versatile and allow for an endless amount of  
experimentation. 

 



5” Mini Mirrix

Two yards of texslov cord, a warping bar, one 14 dent warp coil (spring) two thin bars and s-hooks for warping using the no warp-ends 
method, instructions.

8” Lani Loom without shedding device

One 14 dent coil, two wooden clips, warping bar, written instructions.

12” Little Guy Loom or 16” Big Sister Loom without shedding device: 

Four warp coils: 8, 12, 14, 18 dents, two wooden clips for warping, warping bar, coil bar and written instructions

8” Lani Loom or larger with shedding device

Four coils: 8, 12, 14, 18 dents, shedding device and handle, two large wooden clips, warping bar, Allen wrench, coil bar, and written instruc-
tions. (12” Little Guy Looms and larger also come with a flat wrench)
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Take your loom out of the box:What comes with your loom



A shedding device is typically used for tapestry but can also be 
used for bead weaving on a Mirrix Loom. It lifts half of the 
warps, thereby creating a space in which to weave your tapestry 
yarn (weft) or beads. When you change the position of the han-
dle, opposite sets of warps are raised, securing your beads or weft 
between the warp threads. The wooden clips hold your shedding 
device on the loom, but also serve to hold your warping bar in 
place when warping your loom (and before you install the shed-
ding device). You can learn more about the Mirrix shedding de-
vice here.

Warp Coil (Sometimes just called a "spring") 
The 8" (with shedding device), 12", 16", 22", 28", 32" and 38" 
looms all come with 8, 12, 14 and 18 dent warp coils. These num-
bers correspond to have many dents (spaces) are in an inch when 
the warp coil is on the loom. These springs are attached to the 
top bar (in the warp coil tray) and space your warp threads. You 

can also purchase a bottom spring kit to have springs on the bot-
tom of your loom as well as the top. This is helpful for larger 
bead weavings as well as small scale tapestry. Our dedicated bead 
looms come without a shedding device, but with a bottom spring 
kit.

The warping bar is held in place between the two wooden clips 
while warping your loom. Once the loom is warped, you remove 
the bar from the clips because the warp will then hold the bar in 
place. When you want to advance your weaving (move it to the 
back of the loom to give you more space to weave on the front), 
you do this by moving the warping bar, which moves the entire 
weaving.

The flat wrench helps you to tighten and loosen the wing-nuts 
on your loom. (A flat wrench comes with the 12” Little Guy 
Loom and larger that have a shedding device.)
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The Allen wrench loosens and tightens the bars on your shed-
ding device.

The spring bar is placed in your warp coil (spring) after you've 
warped your loom to prevent your warp from coming out of the 
warp coil when you advance your weaving.
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Warp: The thread or yarn that is put on the loom to serve as the base for 
your weaving. Think of it as your canvas.

Weft: What you weave into the warp. This can be anything from beads to 
wool to silk to novelty threads . . . whatever your heart desires.

Warp Coil: The spring at the top (and optional for the bottom) of your loom 
that separates the warp threads. They come in a variety of sizes to accommo-
date various warp setts.

Warp Sett: the space between warp threads

Shed: The space between a lowered and raised set of warps through which you pass 
your weft or your beads in order to weave them into the warp threads.

Shedding Device: A mechanism that serves to create the shed by raising and lowering 
alternate warp threads.

Selvages: The four sides of your piece.
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What types of weaving can be done on a Mirrix?

Tapestry  
Tapestry is a type of fiber weaving. It is weft-faced (ie: the warp 
does not show at all), the wefts are generally discontinuous (they 
do not go from selvedge (edge) to selvedge (edge) and it is  
generally pictorial (like painting a picture with fiber).

Bead Weaving 
Weaving beads is much faster than off-loom stitches and the 
wider your piece, the faster it is. The equivalent off-loom 
stitch would be square stitch which the most time-consuming 
off-loom stitch there is. It’s difficult for beginners to get correct 
tension when weaving off-loom stitches, but on the loom, the 
loom automatically provides the right kind of tension so that is 
never an issue.

But that’s not all...

Mirrix Looms can be used for many other types of weaving such 
as: wire weaving, paper weaving, inkle weaving. Basically, you can 
require anything on a Mirrix that requires high tension.
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Types of Weaving on a Mirrix



A heddle attaches your shedding device to your warp threads. 
Used only when weaving tapestry and bead weaving WITH the 
shedding device, heddles can be either ordered pre-made or you 
can make them yourself!

You will need to make as many individual heddles as there will be 
warps in your weaving.  These heddles (as well as the Mirrix hed-
dles you can buy) will be reusable.  The thinner and stronger the 
string you use, the better.  For bead weavers, cotton quilting or 
beading thread works great.  For tapestry weavers, cotton cro-
chet thread, linen warp or single-ply cotton warp works well.

Nail two finishing nails into a piece of wood three and one-
eighth inches apart.  You will use this little tool to tie your 
warps.  Cut ten inch lengths of your heddle material, one for 
each heddle you will make.  Tie them around the nails, using an 
overhand knot to secure the ends.  In order to get that knot to 
sit right next to the nail, slip a needle into the knot before it is 
pulled tight and push the knot toward the nail.  Then tighten 
it.  Trim off the ends of the heddles to within a quarter of an 
inch of the knot.

Alternatively, you can cut a piece of cardboard three and one-
eighth inches apart and use that to tie your heddles around.
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Heddles
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You may have heard the terms “warp coil” and “spring” thrown around our website. Maybe you understand the references, but maybe you 
don’t. This is a little primer on warp coils (or springs, they’re the same thing) including HOW TO CHOOSE WHICH WARP COIL TO 
USE and HOW TO MODIFY A WARP COIL TO FIT YOUR NEEDS.

What is a warp coil and what does it do?

A warp coil is a spring you put at the top (or bottom if you have a bottom spring kit) of your loom to organize you warp threads. When you 
put the spring on the loom and you measure an inch, the number of DENTS (spaces in the spring) should equal the numbers in the name 
of the spring. An 18 dent spring should have about 18 dents in an inch. Easy!

The warp coil spaces your warp threads correctly. If you’re using larger beads, you want your warp threads to be spaced further than if you 
were using smaller beads. The same goes for tapestry. If you’re using thicker yarn, you want your warp threads spaced out further than with 
a thinner yarn.

What warp coils come with the loom: 8, 12, 14 and 18 dents per inch.  As you can see, this pretty much covers all your needs except when 
using tiny beads such as 15/0s or when weaving a wide piece with size 11/0 Delicas, which work better with a 16 dent coil.

For beads: Since the springs are even measurement and the beads per inch are sometimes an odd number and because you have to factor in 
the thickness of the thread in between the formula is not exact.  If you don’t have the correct spring, but one that is close, and you are do-
ing a piece that is not very wide, you can use a larger spring and squish it together in the middle and put under tension. For a wider piece 
(three inches or larger) you really want the correct spring.

How to choose which warp coil to use:

How do you know what warp coil to use for bead weaving:
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Warp Coils (Springs) 



Place the beads you plan on weaving on a needle and measure an 
inch. Then, count how many beads are in that inch. The number 
of beads minus one is the warp coil that will be used. For exam-
ple, if you are using Delicas you would find 19 Delicas are in one 
inch, so you would use the 18 dent coil. There is some leeway in 
this, and depending on the beads you are using, it might not 
work out perfectly (numerically), just close. Using a smaller 
(lower number) coil is better than using a larger (higher number) 
coil.

How do I know what warp coil to use for tapestry?

This is something you have to experiment with as a tapestry 
weaver. For finer weft, you will want to use a warp coil with more 
dents per inch. For thicker weft, you will want to use a warp coil 
with fewer dents per inch or even warp every other dent. (For ex-
ample, an 18 dent warp coil every other dent is equal to a 9 dent 
warp coil.)

The basic thing to remember is to make sure your warps threads 
aren’t showing and you must consider the warp set (how far apart 
your warp threads are, or what warp coil you are using), how 
thick your weft is and how thick your warp is. One way to deter-
mine your weft size is to put your weft in between your warp 
threads vertically when your loom is warped. If your weft threads 
are much thicker than the space between the two warp threads, 
then your weft is probably too thick and if your weft threads are 
much thinner than you know your weft is too thin.

Do I always need a spring?

The answer is: in some cases you do not want a spring.  For ex-
ample, when weaving a bead soup bracelet with lots of different 
size beads, the beads will set the spacing.  Also, when weaving a 
thin piece, you can usually skip the spring if you don’t have the 
correct size.

How to modify a warp coil to fit your needs:

Sometimes you don’t have the right warp coil on hand. Maybe 
you’re making our Tapestry/Bead Cuff and you need a 10 dent 
spring and don’t have one, or maybe you have an 8ʺ″ Lani Loom 
without the shedding device and you want to weave Delicas (that 
loom comes with only a 14 dent spring). You can always buy new 
springs on our website, but you can also modify springs to fit 
your needs. Here’s how: (Note: as we mentioned earlier, this is 
only recommended for pieces thinner than three inches)

-Warp your loom like you would normally. When thinking about 
width, take into consideration that you’re going to change the 
spacing slightly by stretching or smushing your warp coil.

-Take out your measuring tape and measure an inch. Count how 
many dents (spaces in the spring) are in that inch and then 
stretch or smush your spring to make that amount of dents in an 
inch equal how many dents you need. For example, if you have a 
12-dent spring, you will want to stretch it so there are only 10 
dents in an inch, not 12. Keep stretching or smushing your spring 
to make sure there are the correct amount of dents in an inch 
over the entire width of the piece.
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-Then, while holding the spring at the amount of dents you want 
it (remember, just in the place where you have your weaving), 
tighten your tension. This should secure your spring at the cor-
rect dents per inch.

Or…

What happens if I am all ready to weave a wide piece with 11/0 
delicas and I don’t have the 16 dent spring and I want to weave it 
this very second?  You can sacrifice your 18 dent spring.  Do 
the math:  For a 16 inch loom, the spring spans 13 inches and a 
tad.  You would need to remove 2 times 13 dents from your 18 
dent spring.  26 dents.  Count 26 dents and cut at about 24 so 
you can create a new loop.  Or just put the 18 dent spring on 
the loom and stretch it so that there are 16 dents per inch.  Cut 
a few coils  past that to allow for a new loop at the end.

What the heck is a bottom spring kit and why do I need 
it?

The answer is not that simple. But there is an answer, never-the-
less.

First let me answer the question:  why don’t all the looms just 
come with a bottom spring attachment?  The reason it doesn’t 
is about half of Mirrix users do not want one or use one and it 
would get in their way.  For example, tapestry weavers who 
weave at the wider setts (the number of ends per inch) usually 
don’t use it.  However, we find that weavers who weave small 
format tapestry love the bottom spring kit because it helps get 
all those pesky threads all neatly lined up and in order.  For 

those folks we created the bottom spring kit with two 20 and 22 
dent springs, one for the top and one for the bottom.  Usually 
these folks are warping with material that is about as thin as 
beading thread so you can see where organization on the bottom 
of the loom could be very helpful.  We have relied heavily on 
the opinion of Kathe Todd-Hooker who is the Queen of small 
format weaving and loves the bottom spring kit.  In fact, we 
made the 20/22 dent spring package to make her happy.

Now for the bead answer to this question.  If you are weaving 
thinner bracelets or necklaces it’s really easy to organize your 
warp threads at the bottom of the loom.  And since the first 
row of beads sets the bottom sett, once you’ve got that row in, a 
bottom spring has no use.  However, when weaving wider 
pieces and especially wider pieces using the shedding device 
where there are pairs of threads between beads that have to re-
main paired correctly, that bottoms spring kit certainly helps to 
keep those pairs paired correctly and the threads not crossing at 
the bottom.  So in the case of wider bead pieces (more than 
four inches) it will test your patience less if you do have the bot-
tom spring kit.

We offer the bottom spring kit with all the springs that come 
with the loom as well as the one mentioned above with two 20/
22 dent springs.  We al so offer the bottom spring kit with two 
16 dent springs.  This is designed for those weaving wide 
beaded tapestries with Delica beads since the 16 dent spring for 
some reason works better than the 18 dent spring in this situa-
tion.
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You can buy just the bottom spring kit (it’s a tray that holds the 
springs) and pick just the springs you want.  For example, even 
though the looms (except for the MiniMirrix and Lani without 
shedding device) come with size 8, 12, 14 and 18 dent springs, you 
might only be weaving size 11/0 seed beads which require the 14 
dent spring.  There is no need to buy the whole set.  Just buy 
the bottom spring kit and that particular spring.  You can al-
ways buy others later.  But then there are those of you who 
might be weaving a whole range of beads or might do so and it is 
cheaper to buy the whole package.

In any case, before you jump in and buy a bottom spring kit, care-
fully think about what your weaving future might hold!

BEAD WEAVING WARP COIL CHEAT SHEET:

Delicas:

8/0- 9 per inch. Use the 8 dent spring

10/0- 14 per inch.  Use 12 dent spring

11/0- 19 per inch.  Use 18 dent spring except when doing very 
wide pieces, when you can use the 16 dent spring.

15/0- 25 per inch.  Use the 22 dent coil just in order to space the 
beads.  That is the largest coil we can make.

Seed Beads:

15/0- 24 per inch.  Use 22 dent spring.

11/0- 14 to 15 per inch (size vary slightly depending on finish and 
manufacturer).  Use 14 dent spring.

8/0-12 per inch.  Use 10 or 12 dent spring depending on what 
size warp you are using.  For example, when using the bead 
cord, because it is thicker, you will use the 10 dent spring. But if 
just weaving straight beads using beading thread as warp, you 
would use the 12 dent spring.

6/0-8 per inch.  Use the 6 dent spring.
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Loom Set-Up and Warping
Warping seems scary. Don’t worry, it’s not.  
Start small. Take your time. Warping is as easy as a figure 8!

Types of warping: 
Click on each method for .pdf warping instructions and a video about that method.  
For more information on each method, continue reading. 

Bead Weaving without the Shedding Device 
This is what is considered the traditional method of bead weaving. Even if you do have a shedding device, 
we suggest using this method when warping your loom for the first time.  .PDF | VIDEO

Bead Weaving with the Shedding Device 
Once you’ve mastered bead weaving without the shedding device, you can go on to try weaving beads with 
the shedding device. Once warped, the process of weaving is faster, but there is a learning curve especially 
with warping. We suggest beginning with a very thin piece. .PDF | VIDEO

Tapestry Weaving 
While it is possible to weave tapestry without a shedding device, the device makes weaving much faster and 
easier. If you choose not to use it, warp the same way but stop before you put the heddles and shedding de-
vice on the loom. .PDF | VIDEO

Warping the Mini Mirrix 
Warping the Mini Mirrix is the same concept as warping for bead weaving without the shedding device, but 
the method of putting on the warping bar is slightly different. .PDF | VIDEO

Warping using the No Warp-Ends Method 
This method uses s-hooks and is good for beaded pieces where you don’t want to have to finish the warp 
ends. .PDF | VIDEO



What is the difference between bead weaving with and without 
the shedding device?  
Without the shedding device you weave beads using the traditional 
method, sewing beads to the warp. With the shedding device you lift 
warp threads and place beads (on a thread between those warps). Then, 
you change the position of the shedding device and the warp threads 
move and secure in the beads. 
 
What types of beading thread should be used? 
Here at Mirrix Loom we loveC-Lon D beading thread because it is spe-
cifically designed for use with beads. It doesn’t fray easily, it’s strong and 
it comes in many beautiful colors.  
 
How do you know what warp coil to use?  
Place the beads you plan on weaving on a needle and measure an inch. 
Then, count how many beads are in that inch. The number of beads mi-
nus one is the warp coil that will be used. For example, if you are using 
Delicas you would find 19 Delicas are in one inch, so you would use the 
18 dent coil. There is some leeway in this, and depending on the beads 
you are using, it might not work out perfectly (numerically), just close. 
Using a smaller (lower number) coil is better than using a larger (higher 
number) coil.
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Warping for Bead Weaving without the Shedding Device



Warping for bead weaving with the shedding device is slightly dif-
ferent from other types of warping, simply because two warp 
threads go in each dent (space in the warp coil) instead of just 
one. Then, when you put on the heddles to attach to the shed-
ding device, instead of putting heddles on every other warp 
thread, you put heddles on one warp thread from each dent. Be-
fore you watch the following videos, please take a moment to 
look at our warping .pdf for warping for bead weaving with the 
shedding device.

What is the difference between bead weaving with and 
without the shedding device?  
Without the shedding device you weave beads using the tradi-
tional method, sewing beads to the warp. With the shedding de-
vice you lift warp threads and place beads (on a thread between 
those warps). Then, you change the position of the shedding de-
vice and the warp threads move and secure in the beads.

 
Why do we warp two warp threads in each dent when 
warping for beadwork with the shedding device?   
When weaving beads with the shedding device you sandwich the 
beads between two warp threads instead of sewing them in be-
hind the warp like you do when you weave beads in the tradi-
tional method. When you are in one shed, you lift one warp 
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Warping for Bead Weaving with the Shedding Device



thread in a dent and when you switch sheds you lift the other. 
This also makes your bead weaving stronger because you have 
twice as many warp threads! 
 
What types of beading thread should be used? 
Here at Mirrix Loom we love C-Lon D beading thread be-
cause it is specifically designed for use with beads. It doesn’t fray 
easily, it’s strong and it comes in many beautiful colors. 
 
How do you know what warp coil to use?  
Place the beads you plan on weaving on a needle and measure an 
inch. Then, count how many beads are in that inch. The number 
of beads minus one is the warp coil that will be used. For exam-
ple, if you are using Delicas you would find 19 Delicas are in one 
inch, so you would use the 18 dent coil. There is some leeway in 
this, and depending on the beads you are using, it might not 
work out perfectly (numerically), just close. Using a smaller 
(lower number) coil is better than using a larger (higher number) 
coil.

Checking those heddles  
When you look at the shedding device in the neutral position 
and look at the heddles, make sure they are not overlapping each 
other they are next to each other. Remember to sew in your first 
row of beads bc the shedding device will not work without that 
base. You must also sew in the last row. Your piece will fall apart 
if you do not do this
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Warping for tapestry is pretty straight forward and tends to be easier than warping for bead weaving only because the warp is often 
thicker. Before you watch the following video (near the bottom of this post), please take a moment to look at our warping .pdf for warp-
ing for tapestry with the shedding device. If you would rather needle-weave and do not want to use the shedding device for tapestry weav-
ing, simply do not put the shedding device on. The rest of the warping procedure is the same. That said, using the shedding device for 
tapestry is suggested as it makes weaving much faster and easier.

What do you need before you start weaving tapestry?  
-A dedicated tapestry loom with a shedding device (Mirrix for our purposes)

-Heddles (you can buy these or make your own) 
You do not need heddles if you are not using a shedding device.

-Warp 
Warp can come in a variety of different fibers including cotton, linen or wool. Your warp is going to 
be under extreme tension and therefore has to be very strong. You should not be able to easily break 
it just using your hands. 
 
-A tapestry beater 
Tapestry beaters are available in wood, metal or a combination of the two. We sell a wooden version; 
one is weighted and one is not. You can also use a fork if you do not have a tapestry beater. 
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Warping for Tapestry Weaving



-Weft   
The most important quality in a tapestry yarn (which is the weft) 
is beauty. It doesn’t have to be warm or soft or any o the qualities 
that you like in a sweater. It just has to be beautiful and available 
in whatever colors you want. If you were to spin your own tapes-
try yarn you would use the fleece from a sheep with long, lus-
trous locks. You would not use the fiber from something like a 
Marino Sheep which has short fuzzy fleece. Short fuzzy fleece is 
warm, but it does not make for pretty tapestry yarn. For our kits 
we use Brown Sheep Yarn because it comes in a large variety of 
gorgeous colors and is a singles yarn. The final product also with-
stands wear very well.

What other accessories can I use when weaving tapestry?

The Mirrix Treadle

To make tapestry weaving even faster on a Mirrix Loom, you can 
add the treadle which allows you to change the shed with your 
feet, making the process faster.

The Mirrix Stand

Although the stand is not necessary to use with the treadle, com-
bined the stand and treadle can turn your Mirrix Loom into a tap-
estry floor loom. And, of course, the Mirrix Stand can just be 
used with a loom and no treadle. 

A Bottom Spring Kit 

A bottom spring kit is most useful for small-scale tapestry. It 
functions to organize your warp on the bottom beam while 
you’re warping. 
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The Mirrix 5” Loom (The Mini Mirrix) is a dedicated bead loom 
that does NOT have a shedding device. 

This loom can be warped in a way similar to how other Mirrix 
Looms are warped for bead weaving without the shedding device 
(but slightly modified as the Mini Mirrix does not have the 
wooden clips the other looms have).

Because the Mini Mirrix is so small, most pieces on it won’t need 
a warp coil. 
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Warping the Mini Mirrix



The No Warp-Ends kit is available for the 5” Mini Mirrix, 8” 
Lani Loom, 12” Little Guy Loom and 16” Big Sister Loom. It 
comes with the 5” Mini Mirrix and can be purchased separately 
for the other three looms. 

If you’d like to use this kit on a larger loom, the No Warp-Ends 
kit for the 16” Big Sister Loom can be used for the 22", 28" and 
32" Looms

The No Warp-Ends Kit allows you to weave bead pieces without 
having to finish all the ends!  
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Warping using the No Warp-Ends Method
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Weaving Beads
There are two ways to weave beads on a Mirrix Loom: with or without the shedding device

Without the Shedding Device

With the Shedding Device



Which side do I start weaving from? 
If you are right handed, sew through from the right side. If you 
are left handed, sew through from the left side. Mirrix Looms 
was designed for both right and left handed people.

What if you run out of warp thread while warping? 
If you run out of warp while warping, simply tie on to the warp-
ing bar to end your old warp and then tie back on with your new 
warp and continue warping as if it was the same thread.

How to finish and start a weft thread: 
When your weft thread (the thread that holds the beads) gets 
too short, partially sew it through the row of beads below, wrap 
it around a warp thread to tie a knot then continue sewing 
through the row of beads. Do this until you feel the thread is 
completely secure.

You begin a weft thread in exactly the same way, starting a cou-
ple of rows of beads down with the goal of getting the thread to 
the left of the piece if you’re right handed and to the right of the 
piece if you’re left handed. 
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Weaving Beads Without the Shedding Device



Changing the shed 
Every time you change the shed, strum the back of the warp to release any warps that are stuck. Visually assess your warps to make sure 
the correct ones are raised before you weave through each row.

This picture shows the side view of the warps 
 as you weave beads. You can see how the beads and secured in 

 between the warp threads when you change sheds. 
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Weaving Beads With the Shedding Device



Weaving a wide piece  
If you’re weaving a wide piece, you don’t have to weave the whole 
row at once, you can weave it in sections. Simply weave through 
part of your pice and then make a loop with your warp section-
ing off a piece of your weaving and pull that loop to the front of 
the weaving. Then, place your beads into the warps and continue 
doing this section by section.

Hold the thread where the red arrows are  
to insert beads section by section.

Change your shed 
Every time after you weave in a row change the shedding device 
automatically so you know that you’ve done that. If you can’t re-
member if you changed your shed go to your last row of woven 
beads and see if they push up easily. If they do you haven’t 
changed the shed; if they don’t than you have changed your shed.

You made a mistake!   
Don’t worry! If you realize when weaving a bead tapestry that 

you have made a mistake, it’s really easy to remove rows, just 
keep switching your shed and removing one row at a time.

How to find correct tension: 
You want enough tension that you get a clean shed and have a 
taught warp. Your warp should be tight enough that your beads 
stay securely in once you place them between the warp threads. 

What if you run out of warp thread while warping? 
If you run out of warp while warping, simply tie on to the warp-
ing bar to end your old warp and then tie back on with your new 
warp and continue warping as if it was the same thread.  
 
How to finish and start a weft thread: 
When your weft thread (the thread that holds the beads) gets 
too short, partially sew it through the row of beads below, wrap 
it around a warp thread to tie a knot then continue sewing 
through the row of beads. Do this until you feel the thread is 
completely secure.

You begin a weft thread in exactly the same way, starting a cou-
ple of rows of beads down with the goal of getting the thread to 
the left of the piece if you’re right handed and to the right of the 
piece if you’re left handed. 
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Weaving Tapestry
Learning to weave tapestry takes practice to perfect, but it’s easy to get started!

Books:

In 2007 Carol Russell published the second edition of her “Tapestry 
Handbook.” Well worth every penny of the $60 cover price, this book 
should be a staple in your tapestry book library. The photos of tapes-
tries in this book are breath-taking and the detailed attention to tech-
nique is clear and inspiring.  

Published in 2002, “Tapestry Weaving” by Kirsten Glasbrook really set 
the tone for an inexpensive ($22), softcover tapestry book filled to the 
brim with color and technique. All of the images in this book are of the 
author’s own tapestries, whereas Ms. Russell includes a broad range of 
tapestry images from both the best modern and not so modern tapestry 
artists. 

Kathe Todd-Hooker’s “Tapestry 101” was published in 2007. Ms. Todd-
Hooker’s wonderful tapestry images, this book is crammed with both 
simple and complicated techniques. Another must-have for your arsenal 
of tapestry instruction.

Also check out Mirrix President Claudia Chase’s online Craftartedu Tapestry Class: 
http://craftartedu.com/claudia-anne-chase-introduction-to-tapestry-techniques



Dealing with Loose Selvedge Threads:  
If you have loose selvedge threads (meaning the warp threads on 
the sides of your piece are looser than the rest) it may be because 
when tying off your warp you did not tie a tight enough knot. If 
you have a hard time tying a tight knot when you’re finished 
warping, it is helpful to loosen your tension slightly before you 
tie it. When your warp is under a lot of tension it can be very dif-
ficult to tie a knot and have that selvedge thread have the same 
tension as the rest of your warp.

What Happened if One Shed Isn’t Working:  
If you have put your shedding device on the loom and it seems 
one shed is better than the other (meaning, when you make one 
shed it seems to work well and when you make the other shed it 
doesn’t seem to work as well) you probably have a crossed hed-
dle. Check to make sure all your heddles were put on correctly 
and that no heddle is catching on anything.

What to do if you can’t get enough tension on your loom just us-
ing your hands to turn the wing nuts:   
The flat wrench that was included with your loom is designed to 
fit around that wing nut and give you the leverage you need to 
get the maximum tension possible on the Mirrix Loom.
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Weaving Fiber and Beads
Combining Fiber and Beads is a fun and easy way to get started weaving on a Mirrix Loom! 

Get our free e-book

Mirrix’s Tapestry/Bead Cuff project is a great 
introduction to combining beads and fiber. 
Get the free ebook for this project on our 
website or visit Craftsy for a more complete 
course!

Free Tapestry/Bead Cuff ebook:

http://www.mirrixlooms.com/images/ebooks/t
apbeadcuff2.pdf

Craftsy Course: Bead & Tapestry Cuffs

craftsy.com/beadcuffs
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On Finishing
There are many ways to finish a bead or tapestry piece. 

We have some basic instructional ebooks here. 

Finishing a bead weaving ebook:

http://www.mirrixlooms.com/images/tutorials/finishingabe
adweaving.pdf

Finishing a tapestry ebook: 
http://www.mirrixlooms.com/images/tutorials/finishingata
pestry.pdf


